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O. Introduction.

It is well known that a hypersurface of an almost oontact metric manifold or of an odd
dimensional sphere with canonical contact 'structure admits an (j, g, U, v, A)-structure,
that is, there exist a set of a tensor field f /' of type (I, 1), a Riemannian metric tenoor
gji' two I-forms Ui and Vi (or two vector fields Uh=uiJth, 1I'=villh) and a function A
which satisfy

(0.1)
f;f.ut=lVj, f/Vt=-Auj,

Utut=vtvt=I-J12, utvt=O

([8J, [9J).

In studing the manifold structure of hypersurfaces of the sphere admitting the induced
(j, g, u, v, l)-strueture many authors have found several results (ef. [IJ, [3J, [4J, [5J, [7J
and [9J).

Recently Blair, Ludden and Yano in their paper [IJ proved that

THEOREM A. Let M he a complete orientahle hypersurface in S2D+1(I) such that ind
uced (f, g, u, v, A)-structures satisfy

(0.2)

hl being second fundamental tensor of M.
If the scalar curvature K of M is constant and 1{l-12) is non-zero almost every

where function on M, then M is isometric to S2n or Sn X Sn.
The main purpose of the present paper is reformation of Theorm A. We shall prove

this theorem under the oondition that the hypersurface is oompact and the sectional curva
ture of the section spanned by two vectors u and v has semi-definite sign, but without
constancy of scalar curvature.

In section 1 and 2, we prepare fundamental properties of the hypersurface with (0.2)
in an odd-dimensional sphere. In the last section 3, we study the oompact hypersurfaCf
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under the condition stated above by using the same method as in the paper [5J and res
ults of Simons and of Chern-do Canno-Kobayashi.

1. Preliminaries.

Let S23+1(I) be a (2n+l)-dimensional sphere of radius 1 in ,Euclidean (2n+2)-space
E2"+2. As is well known, S23+l (1) admits a canonical contact metric structure (if>, 1;, 7j,

g), which is induced from the natural Kaehlerian structure equipped on E2>J+2. Through
out this paper, manifolds, functions, vector fields and other geometric objects we discuss
are assumed to be differentiable and of class ceo.

Let M be a 2n-dimensional orientable and connected hypersurface in 8 2"+1 (1) covered
by a system of coordinate neighborhood {U:x"}, where here and in the sequel, indices h,
i, j, k, •••run over the range {t, 2, ..., 2n} and the summation convention will be used with
respect to these indices.

It is well known that the (r, g, u, v, l)-structure induced on a hypersurface M of 8 24+1(1)
with induced Riemannian metric teIlEor and the second fundamental tensor hj; satisfy

(1.1) fTi!l=-gjiuh+o/,u;-hj;,o"+h/,v;,

(1.2) fTjU;=fj;-lkj;,

(1.3) fT;-v,=-hjt!/+Agj"

(1.4) fTjl=hjt1l - vj

(d. [7J,[9J), where h/=hj~ti, (gj;)=(gj;)-l, fl, U; and v; are components off, u
and v respectively, fTj being the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to gji'

Moreover, the structure equations of the submanifold M, i. e. the equations of Gauss
and Codazzi are given by

(1.5) - Kij;h=olgji-O!g/d+hlkji-h/,h/d,

K~ being components of the curvature tensor of M, and

(1.6)

respectively.

From (1.5), the scalar curvature K of M is written in the form

(1.7)

in terms of the second fundamental form.
As a matter of convenience, in the sequel, we denote by No= {PEM Il(P) =O}, N l =

{PEMll2(P)=I} and N=M-(NoUNl)~

First we note tha~ (1.2) implies the set N l is bordered (d. [3J, [4J).
We assume on the submanifold M of S2n+l (1) the (f, g, u, v, A)-structure is antinormal,

that is,

(1.8)

or, equivalently
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(1.9)

because N1 is a bordered set (See [9J).

REMARK. H the hypersurface Min S2n+1(1) satisfies

(1.10)

or, equivalently

(1.11) P/lJi-PiVj=2tjJJii

by virtue of (1.3), tjJ being a function on M. We know that tjJ is a constant on M if n
>2 (See [5J).

If we put

(1.12)

then (1. 6) and (1. 10) become respectively

(1.13) p"Tji-PjTIli=O,

(1.14) Tjtfl- Titf/=O.

Comparing (1. 6) and (1.9) with (1.10)-(1.14), the condition (1.9) seems to be more
essential than (1.10).

2. Antinormal (f, g, u, v, i)-structures induced on S2n+1 (1).

We first prove

LEMMA 2.1. If M is a hypersurface with antinormal (f, g, u, v, )')-structure (n>1),
then the set No is a bordered set.

Proof. H there exists a connected open kernel W of No,

(2.1)
\

on W

by virtue of (1. 4).
Transvecting (1. 9) with fivj and using (0.1) and (2.1), we find

(2.2)

where we have put a=hjivjVi •

Differentiating (2.2) covariantly and substituting (1. 2) and (1.3) with ).=0, we have

(VJltjt)vt-h/hksf/=hj+ (V ft!X)vj-ah",f,,' on W,

from which, taking skew-symmetric parts and using (1. 6),

-2h/hksf/=2fkj+ (p ft!X)Vj- (Pja)Vl"+ a (hjt f"t-h"tf/) ,

or, using (1. 9)

2h/htsf,,$=2!ik+ (17ft!X)vj-tl7ja)v" on W.

Transvecting the last equation with v k and taking account of (2.2), we find 17p
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=(V'V'tlZ)Vj on W. Thus we have k/kts!As=fji on W.
Transvecting this with R and using (0.1), (2.1) and (2,2), we obtain

(2.3)

on W.
On the other hand, when one gives attention to equation (2.1) and (2.2), it is seen

that there exists, at any point of W, two eigenvectors of the second fundamental tensor
of M belong to the plane section P(u, v) spanned by Uk and v h• Let lTl and q2 be eigen
values corresponding to the eigenvectors. Then the eigenvalues are roots of the quadratic

equation: q2-aQ-l=O, and consequently tTI= ~ (a+ v'a2+4) , lT2= ~ (a- v'a2+4).

For an eigenvector X corresponding to the eigenvalues lT1> (1. 9) implies hl(f/Xf)=
-lTl(I/'Xt). This means that the transforms f,kX' of the vector X by the linear trans
formationf is also an eigenvector, of which eigenvalue is equal to -lTl'

From (2.3) we see that there does not exist eigenvalue corresponding eigenvector Y or
thogonal to the plane section P(u,v).

Thus we have lTl=-lT2 and consequently a=O. Therefore, (2.3) becomes

k/kit=-gji+2(uj'lli+vIlJ;) on W,

from which. O'5:,kjih.ii=-2(n-2) on W, and consequently hj;=O on W. But hj; can
not be zero on W by virtue of (2.1). So W is empty. This completes the proof of Lem
ma 2.1.

LEMMA 2.2. Under the same assumptions as those stated in Lemma 2.1, we have

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

and

(2.7)

kjtUt={hJj,

hj,v'=fJuj,

k/=O

Proof. Transvecting (1. 9) with fi. we find

hstf/fks+kjk- (kjtUt)Ui- (hjtvt)vi=O.

from which, taking skew-symmetric parts,

(kjtUt)Uk- (hitUt)Uj+ (hjjOt) Vi- (kktVt)Vj=O.

Since Ui and v; do not vanish in NU No, transveCting the equation above with Uk and vk

and using (0. 1), we have

(2.8)

(2.9)

hjtUt=auj+{hJi>

kjjO'=fJuj+rvj
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respectively in NU No, where a and r are defined by

a=_l_k ..-sut
1-12 ..... ,

Differentiating (2.8) covariently, we have

(/7"kjt)ut+k/{/7JIlt) = (/7/<a)uj+ (/7J<!3)vj+a/7JIlj+ f317/<Vj

in NUNo• Taking skew-symmetric parts and using (1.2), (1.3), (1.6) and (1.9), we
obtain

(2.10) (/7JIX)Uj- (/7/X)u/<+ (/7J<!3)Vj- (/7i/3)v/<=2afj/<,

from which, we see that /7jCx and /7j!3 are linear combinations of Uj and Vj, that is,

(1-12)/7J-a= (ut/7tiX)Uj+ (ut/7t!3)Vj,

(1-12)/7j!3= (v/7t/Z)Uj+ (vt/7t!3)Vj.

Thus (2.10) reduced to 1-=12 (vt/7tiX-ut/7t!3)(ukVj-Ujv/<)=2afjk ill NUNo-

On the other hand, fj; is of rank 2n-2>2 in NUNo by assumption dimM>2. Thus
we have, from the equation above, a=O and consequently ut/7t!3=O in NU No. From this
fact (2.10) becomes

(2.11)

Transvecting (1.9) with ujvi and using (2.8) and a=O, we find 1(1-12)r=0, i.e.
1r=0 in NU No. But, since No is bordered set and NU No is open, r=O in N UNo. Thus
(2.4) and (2. 5) are obtained.

Transvecting (1. 9) with Jii and taking account of a=r=O, we get (2.6). Therefore,
Lemma 2.2 is proved.

LEMMA 2.3. Under the conditions as t/wse stated in Lemma 2.1, the equations

(2.12)

and

(2.13)

/wid in NU No.

Proof· Differentiating (2.5) covariantly and using (1.2) and (1.3), we have in NU No

(/7"kjt)vt+k/( -khf/+1g/<t) = (/7J<!3)Uj+!3(fl<j-1kl<i)'

from which, taking skew-symmetric parts and taking account of (1. 6), (1.9) and (2.11),

(2.14)

Transvecting (2.14) with Uk and using (2.4) and (2.5), we see that
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(2.15) v tVt!3=-2A.P(P+I) in NUNo•

Thus (2.12) is gotten from (2.11) and (2.15).
Sulstituting (2. 15) into (2.14), we find in N UNo

k/ht.6:=fJ!jk+ 1~A2 P(P+1)(uj"lJk-uj,Vj),

from which, transvecting N and using (2.4) and (2.5), we find (2.13).

3. Compact hypersurfaees with antmormal (f, g, u, l7, l)-structure.

In this section, we assume that M is a oompact hypersurface with antinormal Cf, g, u,
V,A)-structure in S2n+l(l), (n~l).

From (2.4), (2.5) and (2.13) we get at most four distinct principal curvatures + -v'- P,
±fi at each plint in NU No, and hence No and N1 being bordered sets, also in M be
cause of the oontinuity of principal curvatures. Under the rondition (1. 9) we see easily
that the multiplicities of f3 and -P are 1 and those of -v'-P and - -v'-P are n-1-

We have from (2.13)

(3.1) kj;hJi=2p(p-n+I) in NUNo•

Thus, by (1.7), (2.6) and (3.1), the scalar curvature K is given by

(3.2) K=2(p+n)(2n-1-p) in NUNo•

Since {3 is non-positive, solving the quadratic equation above with respect to P, we have
{3=(n-1--v'O)/2 in NUNo, where O=(n-I)2-4{K/2-n(2n-1)}~O in NUNo• We
have 0>0 in M, because N1 is bordered. Hence we can define a function P in M by

(3.3) p=(n-1- .;0)/2.

Then, the function p thus defined is an extension of the function P defined only in NUNo
and differentiable on M. Thus all differential equations involving P established in NU No
are valid about p. Without fear of ronfusion, we denote the extension Pby the same let
ter p. Then P(x) is equal to 0 or -1 at each point x in N1 (See [5J).

For a symmetric matrix H of degree 211, it is well known that

(3.4) 2ntr lP- (tr H2)2- (tr H)2- (tr H) (tr H)3

= :E«(1i-O'j)2(1+O';(1j) ,
i<j

where 0'; are eigenvalues of H, (d. [6J).
We have aheady known that the principal curvatures at each point of Mare 0'1={3, (12

=-P, 0'3=+-v'-P andttl=--v'-p, and their multiplicities are respectively land n-1.
In [5J, a formula of Simon's type was oomputed without ronsideration of these multi

plicities. But if we consider these multiplicities, then

'E«(1i-(1-)2(l +(1;(1-)
;<i J J
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+ (n-1) (0"2-0"3)2(1 +0"20"3) + (n-I)2(0"3-0"4)2(I +0"30"4)

=4P(fHI) (p-n+I) (n-p).

Of course, from (3.4), calculating the left hand side of (3.4) by using (2.6) and (3. 1),..
we also get the same result.

Now, using this result, if we calculate a formula of Simon's type for the hypersurface
of constant mean curvature in a sphere [6J, then

(3.6) ~ iJ(hj;hii) = (phhji) (pkhii ) +4P(P+ I) (p-n+ 1) (n-P)·

On the other hand, differentiating both sides of (2. 12), we:find

-21CPk1)P'jP+ (I-12)p!J7jp

=-2(Pk1)P(P+I)Vj-1(2P+I) (PnP)vj-21P(P+I)V'kVj on M,

from which, using (1.3), (2. 7) and (2.12),

(3.7) LlP 2P(P+I) {12(5P-2n+I)+2A(I-P)+I-P} on M.
1-12

From (3. 1) and (3.2), we:find

iJ(hjihii) =4(pjP) (PjP) +2(2p-n+I)iJp,

from which, substituting (2.12) and (3.7),

(3.8) iJ(hjihji ) 4P(P+I) [412P(P+1) + (2.8-n+ 1)
1-12

x {212C.8-n+2) + (I-P) (I-12)} J.

Comparing (3.6) and (3. 8), we obtain

(Pkhji) (pkhii)=~.8~~~P-[12(.8+1) (8.8-3n+3) +

(n-I) (2n-3.8-I)J,

from which 'P (.8+1)>0 at every point in No since .8 is nonpositive.
On the other hand, from (0.1), (1.5),(2.4) and (2.5), we have

KkjihUkvjuiVh= - (1- P2) (1- 12)2,

from which sectional curvature of the section F(u, v) is I-fJ2.
Now we assume that the sectional curvature is semi-definite sign in NU No, that is, 1

- p2 is semi-definite sign.
At first we consider the case of 1- .82>0. Then, since.8 is non-positive, -1<.8<0 in

NUNo.
As we have already shown that P(.8+1) =0 at every point in Nh .8(P+1)<0 on the

whole space M. Hence from (3.1)
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Next, in the case of I-f32<O in NU No, we also find f3(f3+ 1)20 at every point in
M by the same reason. Then, by continuity of f3, it follows that f3 is not greater than
-1. But, from the compactness of the space M, we can prove that f3= -Ion M by the
same method in the last part of the paper [5J. Hence in both cases we have from (3.1)
that tr h2<:;2n. Since M is compact, by the result of Simons, tr h2 can take only two
values 0 and 2n. So, combining Chern-do Carmo--Kobayashi's result we have

THEOREM. Let M be a compact hypersurface with antinormal (f, g, u, v, A)-structure in
an odd-dimensional sphere S2n+1(I). If sectional curvature of the section spanned by
mutually orthogonal vectors tl and v is semi-definite sign, then M is a great sphere S2n
or SnxSn•
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